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EDITOR’S NOTE
 I am privileged to introduce to you the latest 
installment in a two hundred and sixteen year 
tradition of artistic and intellectual endeavor—Surgam, the 
literary magazine of the Philolexian Society. Since 
1802, the Philolexian Society has fostered literary, 
rhetorical, and personal excellence, counting among 
its members the premier graduates of Columbia 
University. In addition to hosting the Annual Alfred 

Joyce Kilmer Memorial Bad Poetry Contest and publishing 
semesterly issues of Surgam, the contemporary 
incarnation of Philo holds weekly debates on 
Thursday night at 8:30, usually in the Satow 
Room of Lerner Hall. All are welcome to attend.
 In this issue, we are fortunate to welcome back 
the work of three contributors while presenting the 
work of eight for the first time. Not only have we been 
able to expand the size of the magazine, but we have 
also accordingly developed the talent, craftsmanship, 
and passion showcased in our publication. Over this 
past year, the Philolexian Society has also regained 
oversight of the awarding of the Philolexian Prize, 
allowing us to reward published authors for their 
literary achievement. This school year has seen a great 
step forward for our society and for Surgam and, if 
this issue is any indication, this will only continue. 
 I hope you enjoy this wonderful collection of 
artistic accomplishment and thank you very much for 
reading.

– John Shelby Street III
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Soar your prayers Algonquin’s way
That they, atop anorthosite
May meet with God, and coalesce,
Take exigence, or consequence,
Then drip their weight from heaven’s boards
And race by billion-year old stones
To scratch into the locks of Troy
Corduroy; leave incantations
Laid beneath the lapping waves.
Like psalms in lines of sediment
Between the river rocks there’s packed
Serenity from salt of earth
Or antidote and answers for
The future prayers of other men.

THE HUDSON MELT
Ryan Render
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Why pore over each night a thousand Laws
well knowing only Ten?
If you would subtract your own private flaws
you leave to the public Seven.
My protrusive senses stray incense-smoke
you, who covets your neighbor’s wife,
lay wet hands on cold ancient oak;
and suddenly covet the Ninth.
I cannot keep jewelry on this left hand,
nor see gems in flesh embedded,
for rings slide off in musical bands
if you rattle your fingers together.
Draw a line by the window, the curtains’ red 
mouth
carve the floor a sprawling new Nile,
I’ll stay on the North side, you sit on the South,
dictate in litigate style:
Papyrus scrolls, scrawlings on bathroom walls,
Meditate cross-legged, studying Seven Laws.

UNTITLED
Catherine Clement
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Rich kingship crowned with roses round,
I’d pluck the thorns and throw them down
To give you greatness still that grows
With naught to nick your brow or nose.

I’d throne you, golden things enthrall
Bewitch you, take your wherewithal
I’ll jest and joke, a genius feign:
A ruler riddled in my reign.

For you I’ll wait with wit the while
A king controlled by cryptic guile
As those solemn, stony sit –
Meek marbled monarchs entrenched in it.

Perhaps perfection put on one,
However great, gives glory dun;
For fickle fools, even as I
With winsome wit can never die.

A FOOL’S KING
Alex Mann
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THE SCRIBBLING LIMB
Richard M. Thompson

 My ingress goes undetected again! I was 
exceptionally excited and I could not wait to 
get home that night. Or should I say, that 
morning. But I am writing this letter to you, 
now, to my offspring, for if you are reading 
this then it means that I have not come home 
and one of you has nested in my hole-in-the-
wall, and found this document I am penning 
now. So, let me endure now with the story, my 
chance may return anon.
 It was on the day before yesterday that 
this promising idea came in to mind. I had 
spent the last twenty hours or so, reserved 
within the nooks and crannies of, what I 
believe to be, a huge book house. I, then, at that 
time, conspired to make permanent egress on 
the night after morrow, and so, it goes that I 
will take off full speed, and hope for 
embarrassment, I mean to suggest that to the 
other, the outcast and the pest, whatever their 
nature; they can rely on embarrassment to 
provide just enough time to make an escape. 
One has to predict the conditions as much as 
possible. And thus, I will make my exit, whence 
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inside of the book house, amongst the students 
walking to and fro. The idea first came to me 
in the sacred haversack. I will be safe, for my 
ingress’ and egresses go undetected and on the 
day of action, I should go unnoticed again.
The wearer of that sacred sack is a parasite too. 
Oh our shared tinctured tavern, of its 
conditions we never speak, but both in shame, 
driven by the o’rigmarole de la deux. This gives 
us both a boost.
 But I say in all truth, that verily after that 
ten-page paper, whence t’was done. It was then,
when heading home, the promise of freedom 
begun. The scheming thought: once I got 
home—which was about three thirty in the 
morning—I would then produce this 
fare-well letter here, here at hand, now. Yes, 
I’ll just know I can, I will and I am. Oh! Let me 
tell you how it fastens to my every thought; my 
scribbling limb pencils my plans to wing ‘tween 
that high and low brow book space. To cease 
under falling foot cannot be my fate. So, here 
is the prediction, this is how my story goes, for 
you may see me only once more:  On the 
morrow, as expected, the train arrives, the 
commuter moves about—rather rapidly, I might 
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add— the cold air threatens to penetrate, but 
rarely ever do, I move about the different 
compartments, and, Ah! Shortly thereafter, I 
hear the front door open, and inevitable 
rippling unzips ensue. ‘One-Mississippi, 
two-Mississippi’, (I have made it a habit to look 
ways, right… yes, hmm… yes) and then a wisp! 
Swift. Tomorrow will be my last day coming 
back to a tinctured tavern. I will eat what I can: 
bites of bread, jam, noodle bits, and then, at any 
minute, the lights will go off.
 And, in the darkness, I will read over this 
plan.
 Oh! I will maneuver freely about the 
confinements of this darkened tenement, over 
and under all, traversing through the pages of 
books, moving unnoticed through conduits, 
while sleep, while sleep captures the 
ommatidium.  And just like that, for what will 
seem to be all but four hours, for indeed it will 
be minutes after ten o’clock in the morning—I 
planned this to exactitude. Hastily, hastily I will 
scramble about, and I will take my place, surely 
proud of my machinations of today. I will want 
to remain alive, I will want to eat and 
reproduce. And I’ll want to eat, because I am 
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so hungry. And I’ll want to reproduce up to as 
much as you can conceive. I reserve my best 
work for those dreaming hours. That is whence 
I become impetuously productive. And then, 
that moment of action will arrive for this 
cockroach and I will find myself, nestled 
between necessity and morality.
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JIM CROCE (MARCH 11, 2018)
Spencer J. Szwalbenest

I think it was Wikipedia
That told me about how Jim Croce died,
His plane crashing on takeoff,
During what might have been his final tour 
anyway.
Recently, he had written his wife
That he was tired of touring
And being seen, that maybe he would get away 
from it all,
And spend his life writing short stories
And movies.
And now,
Driving home from a party with my sister,
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He speaks to me through the radio:
“There never seems to be enough time
To do the things you want to do
Once you find them”.
Of course, we have never seen Jim Croce’s 
writing,
Or at least, I’ve never heard of it,
Even though he did look a bit
Like a young Kurt Vonnegut.
And lacking some great book of Croce,
I’m glad not to see his name
Dropping in on my Facebook events,
Advertising a tour that he had to go on,
Because he was embezzled by his retirement 
planner.
Neither do I have to see the script or the 
collection of short stories,
Only read by old fans
Who bought his records some forty-five years 
ago.
Instead, we are left with the bright,
Unfinished life of Jim Croce—
A man who died in a flash of fire,
Clutching a bottle of hopes and dreams
And time.



ATHENA
Julian Pecht

1.

I’m sitting in bed
And I think of you,
How tomorrow you
Come home. I’ll go with
Mom to pick you up,
With you on my lap,
So weak and drugged and
Nauseous from the car.
But I’ll be happy,
And Mom will be glad,
And you will be too.
But then I get up,
On my way to the
Toilet see the light
From my parents’ room,
And also from my
Mother’s office, and
It’s just three a.m.,
And there’s a problem.
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2.

If I could bear to cry I think I would
Explode in front of Mom, and Sandy too,
But still, though wishing hoping trying cry
I can’t. We make a threesome, body dead.
My brother sobs; it sounds like laughing, fun
Distraught triumv’rate broken heart, or hearts,
Until we break apart, enough’s enough.
I walk the stairs, to shower cleanse and cry,
Ready, certain, wishing needed unease.
And naked, water clothed, I stand alone,
Of you I think, for you I sob, except
No tears are felt, no sob is heard, the sole
And lonely presence water. Reason fades,
And tight my skin becomes until my chest
In bondage screams like I do, neither makes
A noise, but heard we both will be. And tight,
Still tighter flesh entraps, constraint is vile,
Taking my hand I slap, and hit, and hate,
As water, body mix, and make my head
Continual target, pain might bring you out,
Athena, spring from sorrow, please, my skull’s
Production be. To live not seeing you
Again is wretch, I know, but hope before
Has lied, and death in some way always comes,
So fear exists in truth. My feet then fail
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Just as my hands succeed, to sink in waves,
But never drown. And likewise spinning stops,
My head is clearer, clean, success half reached
Cried so I have. I turn the water off.

3.

Five hours have passed,
Summers and winters
It seems, or longer,
Since the vet called Mom
And told her indeed
Today you’d come home.
You missed my birthday
But I do not care.
I’m told every day
You become yourself
More and more alive.
Now incontinent,
You can’t help yourself,
But they accept that,
So I do as well.
In six months, or twelve,
I will have to take
Another shower.



Even the foulest among urine
Seeks redemption in the expanse
Given for free by a salty canteen,
In it a dilution of circumstance,
— Quieted by the Mother’s howling,
Strangely soothing, and perplexing,
Like an endless trance,
Who searches for its beginning.

SOLUTION
Yi Wu
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